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Aim: The Training Course aimed to improve the quality of teaching and training entrepreneurship by
widening and developing new Interactive methods and tools matching the learning opportunities with
the needs and capabilities of practitioners linked to the entrepreneurial education. The first step of the
TC was to present and analyze the data collected during the national campaign researches therefore
taking into consideration and sharing good practices and successful stories while focusing on needs and
learning demands. NFL and NFE tools were explored through the quality assurance principles and
experienced youth workers and trainers worked on developing those interactive tools to be used in the
entrepreneurial education. The TC we focused on board games with a high level of flexibility and
adaptability.
The target group: 4 participants from each partner organization, experienced youth workers and
trainers who provide young people with different types of educational experiences that support them in
their development and are aware of their responsibility strive to ensure that the education they provide
is of the utmost quality.
Results: The TC offered to participants a platform to share best practices in the field of entrepreneurial
learning, explore existing NFE tools, mainly board games and draft new educational games used both in
NF as in Formal education. They had the possibility to work in different locations and test the drafted
games into an international environment. All in all, during the training participants exchanged good
practices and explored the entrepreneurial learning field from the partners’ organization and youth
workers perspectives. The quality and nowadays understanding of NFE use was widely discussed,
participants seeking for innovative ways to include board games as education tools.
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